"Managers’ Pool" May Be Used To Season Freshmen Tryin Out For M.I.T. A.A.

A new plan to augment freshmen with experienced duties and abilities in the M.I.T. AA is one of the big points in the plan the A.A. Executive Committee adopted last Thursday. It was brought to theFrank McCurdy, new President.

As suggested by the retiring Executive Committee, fresh-somen will circulate freshmen from department to department. In this, and within the chance to observe one another, freshmen will gain broader experience in the A.A. and will become more aware of the group’s interdependence.

Executive Committee

The Executive Committee are also interested in seeing that all ath-letics supplied by the intragroups are used to the greatest extent as intercollegiate as well as for Varsity athletic purposes.

"During the past, some undergrades have felt that facilities have not been utilized to the fullest extent for the benefit of the present class of undergrades generously as by the new Executive Committee in the hopes of remedying the situation," Hoefly said.

For Greater Coordination

Greater coordination between intramural sports and the regular program of varsity athletics is at the heart of the new Executive Committee’s plan. The purpose of this is to give the Freshmen more freedom of choice in what they want to participate in.

Compton Will Name Shells at Batsheich Launching

Dr. Karl T. Compton will christen two new varsity ships on Saf- tury afternoon at the Batsheich in honor of H. M. McCurdy, M.C., captain and number seven man of the first reorganized Tech Crew, ’29, which won the stakes in the same boat.

The first varsity regatta, which was endeavored to by Captain Lovejoy, will take out the varsity and the Men’s crew which will be taken out by the 900’s underichten.

Boxing Tourney

Produces T. K. O.’s

Brown, Maxwell, Suer, Fabacher Win Finals; Gala Shows Fight

Brown, Maxwell, Bob Fabacher, and Bert Suer proved themselves to be better boxers than they used to be when they won the championships of their respective weight classes in the annual Golden Gloves boxing tournament held in the Henry Gym, Thurs- day, May 10.

Outstanding best of the afternoon was the lightweight battle between Benjamin and Max Becker for the 145-pound championship, which was decided by T. K. O. in 1:35 of the first round.

Bolster had in fact fought a semifinal with Andy Toddesan, and had scored a technical knockout in one minute and six seconds of the second round.

In the 153-pound final, Bob Jevoll staged a comeback in the third round after losing the first two rounds, and had Brown running around.

However, Brown was awarded the decision, having carried the fight for 31 minutes against Jevoll during the early rounds and finishing easily after his opponent.

Bob Fabacher and Art Gurne, finalists in the 165-pound championship, were given a tie for third place with Fabacher receiving the decision in the 165-pound final between Leal and Suer. Bert Suer received the decision, having saved two knockdowns.
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